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Abstract 
 
This study examines news interviews with scientific experts for the stories they occasion 
so as to present their research to media audiences. Interactions between scientists and 
hosts are examined in a corpus of interviews with scientific experts broadcasted live on 
Israeli television with the “small stories” approach that looks at storytelling as talk-in-
interaction that is tailored to participants’ agendas. Popularization is typically studied as a 
form of translation or diffusion of scientific knowledge adapted from academic sources 
for popular consumption. Popularization studies have examined how academic 
knowledge is disseminated and contextualized in different formats and genres and the 
role of professional or amateur mediators in making science public. While previous 
studies have looked into popularization narratives as packaged for popular consumption, 
this article looks at their occasioning in relation to the agendas of researchers and 
journalists. Experts are found to structure many accounts as tellings of ongoing events or 
hypothetical scenarios and reference their research, practices, or the entities they study. 
These stories are shown to support a positive presentation of the findings communicated 
while distancing the experts from exaggerated or future-oriented claims that their hosts 
are understood to be drawing. 

 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Though science and storytelling differ as modes of expression and understanding 
(Bruner, 1986), stories are often used in communicating research to the general public 
(Oikkonen, 2009). By resonating with culturally familiar plots of adventures and 
quests, tellers can present technical discoveries via dramatic and vivid accounts 
(Mellor, 2003, Turney, 2004, Lehoux et al., 2010) and present scientific ideas as the 
logical solution to long sought questions or social problems (Mellor, 2003, Turney, 
2004, Lehoux et al., 2010). But stories have been shown to be drawn upon not only to 
engage popular audience but also as explanatory tool, in both popular and 
professional domains. Through stories scientists can give coherence to originally 
dispersed theories or concepts, imagining paths yet not taken (Morgan and Wise, 
2017), justify or negotiate their research approaches (Myers, 1990, Hedgecoe, 2001) 
or account for the results obtained (Armon and Baram-Tsabari, 2016).  
 

                                                     
1 If you have comments please send them to rony.armon@kcl.ac.uk. 
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Traditionally, popularization was viewed as the translation of specialized and 
accurate knowledge that experts produce to a language that can be understood by a 
non-specialist audience (Hilgartner, 1990). But recent studies rejected the view of a 
clear boundary between specialist (and accurate) knowledge and its simplified, or 
distorted, popularization (Myers, 2003, Bucchi, 2008). Popularization is understood 
as a re-contextualization of academic knowledge for lay audiences in line with their 
anticipated interests and backgrounds (Myers, 1990, Ciapuscio, 2003, de Oliveira and 
Pagano, 2006, Calsamiglia and Van Dijk, 2004, Luzón, 2013). As such, 
“popularization is a matter of interaction as well as information” (Myers, 2003, 
p.273), entailing the active construction of believable or discreditable identities, and 
dynamic alignments between authors and their addressees.  
 
But the interactional shift in popularization research hardly translated to the study of 
scientific stories in their actual telling events (Kapon et al., 2009, Armon & Baram-
Tsabari, 2016). Studies of popularization have focused in the main on how academic 
knowledge is packaged in books (Myers, 1990, Journet, 2010), social media (Luzón, 
2013) and news items written by journalists (Hyland, 2010, Calsamiglia and Van 
Dijk, 2004) or scientists (Parks and Takahashi, 2016). As these genres are addressed 
to general rather than specific addressees their orientation to particular audiences is 
mostly inferred by their textual comparison against academic versions (Myers, 1989, 
Hyland, 2010). Thus, while popularization is viewed as interactive, it is still mainly 
studied as a translational activity. By looking into live interactions between scientists 
and journalists this study examines popularization and the contextualization involved 
as actively negotiated between the actors involved (Bauman and Briggs, 1990; 
Gumperz, 1992).  
 
While the popular science articles often follow experts’ perspectives thus enhancing 
their legitimacy, science news are tailored by journalists to their audiences (Bucchi, 
2008) and often invite other voices to be heard and even shape the reports produced 
(Calsamiglia and Van Dijk, 2004). Thus, despite growing appreciation among 
scientists of their interactions with journalists (Albaek, 2011, Peters, 2013) they are 
often perceived as hyping research and misrepresenting the way that science actually 
works (Claessens, 2008, Besley and Nisbet, 2013). Therefore, while news coverage 
can enhance the public profile of the scientists involved (Tsfati et al., 2011, Besley et 
al., 2012) their reputation is at risk if they are seen to collude with a simplified 
presentation of their research (Miller, 2009, Holland et al., 2012). 
 
Scientists are often pressured by their institutions to “sell” their findings and 
demonstrate their societal impact so as to guarantee public or private support and 
funding (Felt and Fochler, 2012a, Samuel et al., 2015). To achieve a successful 
exposure and gain positive media coverage, scientists have been shown to try and 
control the representations of their research. Strategies include the careful 
orchestration  of press conferences and media events (Gieryn, 1999, Henderson and 
Kitzinger, 2007), the preparation of persuasive communicates (Williams and Gajevic, 
2013), and formulations of research findings (Ciapuscio, 2003), newsworthy 
information (Miller, 2009, Parks and Takahashi, 2016) even uncertainties 
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encountered in research (Mellor, 2010). While these strategies were examined in 
relation to experts’ agendas and interests this study examines how they manage the 
expectations that journalists are seen to project.  
 
Staged and produced for mass audiences, the live studio interview can enhance but 
also derail the public and scientific image for interviewees (Georgakopoulou and 
Patrona, 2000). Indeed, experts were shown to be sensitive to the communicative 
goals of the programs in which they are interviewed in delivering the advice they are 
elicited for (Patrona, 2005, Armon, 2016, Livingstone and Lunt, 2002). By exploring 
popularization in news interviews this study asks: How do experts manage these 
reputational risks? How do they present their research as relevant and innovative but 
without over-promising or hyping their studies? Relatedly, how do they maintain 
their identity as knowledgeable experts but without aligning with hyperbolic claims 
regarding the meaning of their studies or their own expertise? In examining the 
stories of scientific expertise as occasioned and co-constructed in news media 
interviews, this study looks at how their tellers respond to media agendas while 
maintaining their position as credible experts. 
 
 
2. Stories, knowledge and expertise 
 
Science stories are typically studied or elicited as teller or writer-led accounts with a 
clearly defined plot that is designed to engage readers or viewers (Myers, 1990, 
Kapon et al., 2009) or as a way of identifying how they account for past discoveries 
and position themselves on these routes (Sampson and Atkinson, 2011, Felt and 
Fochler, 2012b, Armon & Baram-Tsabari, 2016). Yet, conversations often invite 
more fragmented forms of stories that have not been looked into in previous research. 
In talking to peers, tellers often reference a familiar situation rather than presenting 
the story as a whole (Georgakopoulou, 2007, De Fina, 2013, Georgakopoulou, 2014, 
Cohen, 2015, Dayter, 2016). Depending on goals, experiences can be verbalized as 
ongoing, hypothetical or as projections of anticipated outcomes or plans (Riessman, 
1990, Carranza, 1998, Cheshire & Ziebland, 2005, Georgakopoulou, 2013, Carranza, 
2015).  
 
While scientists are leading protagonists in some accounts, others do away with their 
presence altogether. As protagonists, scientists are often depicted as detective 
problem-solvers (Curtis, 1994) engaged in a meticulous search for evidence and 
answers to troubling and fundamental questions (Curtis, 1994, Turney, 2007, Nielsen 
and Autzen, 2011). Yet popularizers often foreground natural phenomena and entities 
with little or no reference to their actual study. By producing imageries of animals in 
their natural environments (Myers, 1990), skilled immune cells (Camus, 2009), or 
selfish genes (Journet, 2010), authors often cast hard to explain processes in terms of 
human motivations and actions but they also present scientists as having intimate 
understanding of their properties and behaviors.  
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But the positioning of researchers or researched phenomena in scientific stories have 
been argued to reflect argumentative and not only stylistic or explanatory goals. 
Myers (1990) compared academic to popular accounts of animal biology and found 
that while scientists writing review articles primed prior discoveries, methods and 
research activities (“narrative of science”). However, when their accounts have been 
prepared for popular audiences by authors and editors of popular science magazines, 
transformed them into “narratives of nature” which foregrounded the organisms 
under study as story protagonists and their natural environment as story-locations 
(Myers, 1990). While the scientists storied their research to account for the usefulness 
of their approach, popular versions have been written to be of wide appeal by 
omitting the technical issues and dramatizing the behaviors studied.  
 
This study looks at popularization stories as told by researchers who communicate 
their research in live interactions with journalists. Scientists’ stories have provided 
rich insights into their laboratory lives (Sampson and Atkinson, 2011) and into how 
they communicate and maintain their authority beyond academic terrains (Evans et 
al., 2009). Studies of elicited or published accounts explored how scientists adapt 
their language and information delivered to the audience they address (Gilbert and 
Mulkay, 1984, Evans et al., 2009), navigate between academic and commercial 
environments (Sapir and Oliver, 2016), manage contestations in policy debates 
(Motion and Doolin, 2007) or influenced by pressures to market their work (Felt and 
Fochler, 2012a). In contrast with the focus on extended accounts the stories we 
examine may seem as mere snapshots of much broader occasions. But for this very 
reason, they provide new insights into how these contexts are shaped for popularizing 
research in a specific occasion and for a particular audience.  
 
To account for the interactional popularization in the experts’ interviews their stories 
are explored with the "small stories" approach that identifies narratives as talk-in-
interaction geared at supporting teller's identities or claims (Georgakopoulou, 2007, 
Georgakopoulou, 2015). The definition of ‘small stories’ includes a range of 
activities that conventional narrative analysts have been reluctant to include in their 
analytical remit: from literally small to fragmented and open-ended tellings that 
exceed the confines of a single speech event. Small stories are invariably co-
constructed and often revolve around mundane events rather than disruptions and 
recent, ongoing or even hypothetical events rather than memories from one’s past. 
Georgakopoulou (2007), in collaboration with Bamberg (2006; Bamberg & 
Georgakopoulou 2008) have made the case for the significance of such activities in 
everyday life, as part of the fabric of social practices that ordinary people engage in, 
with consequence for how they present themselves and relate with others. Rather than 
looking into teller or writer-led accounts that are typical of popular science genres, 
stories are examined as working with and responding to the agendas that they set in 
their questions (Clayman and Heritage, 2002, Albaek, 2011, Weizman, 2008) and as 
closely linked with the scientists’ presentation of a public, accountable self. 
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3. Data and Method  
 
a. Data 
 
The data for this study is a corpus of 150 scientific interviews conducted in the Israeli 
current affairs program London et. Kirschenbaum that is broadcast on a national 
commercial channel in Israel (Channel 10). When the data were collected, the program 
was co-hosted by two veteran journalists, Yaron London and the late Moti Kirschenbaum. 
The program, a highbrow pre-primetime news magazine (Hamo, 2015), is considered one 
of Israel’s key agenda-setting news broadcasts. It invites scientific experts to discuss 
recent breakthroughs or a host of science-related issues (Armon & Baram-Tsabari, 2016). 
The items (6.5 minutes on average) represent the full coverage of science in the program 
broadcast between 2009-2011. These were identified by searches in the programs’ line-
ups for interviews with researchers from the natural science, medical and engineering 
fields (Besley and Nisbet, 2013). Most (78%) interviewees had had 1-5 media 
appearances, thus indicating varied orientations to the public communication of science 
(figure 1), that is similar to the average number of media contacts in prior studies of 
scientists’ interactions with journalists found in Germany and the US (Peters, 2013).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Media appearances of interviewees as measured by their quoting in or 
authoring of reports published in leading popular (Ynet) and quality (Ha’aretz) news 
outlets in Israel. The counting included all items published before and during the 
week in which the interview took place. Items where interviewees were mentioned 
but not cited or were cited in other public capacities (e.g. mayor, member of 
parliament, hospital director) were excluded.  
 
 
b. Definition and stories 
 
Stories have been identified as strips of talk introduced via explicit temporal 
references (e.g. 20 years ago (example5, line.1}, place references and other ways of 
orienting to a particular time and place or of  relating events in Hebrew narratives 
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(Kupersmitt, 1994).2 The focus on conscious beings or intentional agents by much of 
the conventional narrative analysis precludes many forms of narration that are used in 
science (Avraamidou and Osborne, 2009). Small stories research with its flexible 
view of stories allows us to include as characters any entities, whether human or not, 
that are treated as agentive in the setting described. Fully-formed, at times even 
dramatic accounts were observed in interviews examined in this paper as well 
(Armon and Baram-Tsabari, 2016). As found in other settings (Polanyi, 1981, 
Riessman, 1990, Carranza, 2015 ), including broadcast talks in the Israeli context (Nir 
et al., 2014), the corpus contained stories of various kinds, from fully-developed 
retrospective stories to stories of habitual or hypothetical activities. 
  
 
c. Narrative domains 
 
Following Georgakopoulou’s heuristic of ways of telling-sites-tellers for the analysis 
of small stories (2007), a distinction was drawn between stories based on the type of 
entities they occasioned and the site or domain in which the story took place. Sites as 
the lived spaces and social worlds that stories report as well as those that they occur 
in are constitutive of their plots and consequential for how they are tied to local 
business at hand. In particular, we followed Herman (2001) and defined a narrative 
domain as “a spacetime region built by a storyteller, who uses discourse cues to 
enable recipients to reconstruct the same spatiotemporal zone” (519). Rather than 
focusing only on the telling of personal experiences, stories were examined for their 
characters, events, and the settings in which these were situated (Ollerenshaw and 
Creswell, 2002) with a distinction drawn between characters and activities typical of 
natural settings and the research or practical scenarios often depicted around 
laboratories or clinics.  
 
 
d. Positioning in domains  
 
The storied configuration of characters and locations is understood to be indexical of 
meanings, activities, identities, roles and experiences that are typical or possible in 
these locations (Bamberg and Georgakopoulou, 2008). To examine how particular 
domains and their evoking via specific modes of telling are consequential for the 
contextualization of research in particular interactions, stories have been analysed 
with the three levels positioning model developed in small story research (Bamberg, 
2004, Bamberg and Georgakopoulou, 2008). This model assumes that the way that 
tellers situate themselves vis-à-vis other characters (Level 1) and in relation to 
relevant social discourses (Level 3) is intimately linked with and revealed in the local, 
discourse identities which tellers assume in the telling event (level 2). Accordingly, 
the way in which experts situate themselves in the space-time domain of their story 
and in relation to broader discourses relevant to their mode or expertise is examined 

                                                     
2These include the temporal subordinators when, while (ka’asher), at the time that (heb.bizmanshe) or 
their colloquially shorthand kshe. 
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as indicative of how they want themselves and their arguments to be understood 
(Armon, 2016).  
 
 
4. Observations 

 
a. Between science and nature  
 
This section shows that the position that experts assume regarding the knowledge they 
communicate and the way it is presented is reflected in and afforded by the position they 
assume in relation to human and non-human characters in their story. The examples we 
use to illustrate this are similar in some key-respects: interviewees are biomedical 
researchers, they explain biological mechanisms, use these mechanisms to explain 
therapeutic effects, with accounts that include both human and non-human characters. 
But in each example, experts assume a different interactional position. Interviewee 1 
(interviewees indexed by example number) assumes a pedagogic position and 
communicates a textbook explanation for the effect of a common treatment. Interviewee 
2 speaks as a research scientist about his discovery and its therapeutic implications, while 
interviewee 3 speaks as a clinician about a new treatment that he applies in his hospital 
ward. All interviewees treat biological entities agentively thus working with discourses of 
personification that have been identified in popular but also professional domains (Van 
(Rijn-van Tongeren, 1997, Camus, 2009, Journet, 2010). But as will be shown, the 
agency attributed to researchers and researched, resonates with the pedagogic, scientific 
or professional position they assume in the interview.   
 
Example 1 is taken from an item reporting on the cancer preventative properties of a 
commonly used drug (aspirin), following a study recently published in the prestigious 
medical journal The Lancet. This study is introduced by the health correspondent of 
Channel 10 who sits as co-interviewee. Then interviewee 1, who is introduced as 
Director of Cancer Treatment Ward, is addressed with questions asking for more 
explanation and detail. In this excerpt, he is asked to explain how Aspirin can help 
prevent cancer (line (henceforth, l.)1). He responds with a story about the behavior of 
the biological cells in normal and cancerous processes:  
 
Ex.1. Aspirin risk, 8.12.10 
 
MK. But what does the aspirin do to prevent cancer 1 

IE1. So he is working on two main mechanisms   2 

 {3 lines}  3 

The cells do not know to die when it is needed (0.2) hhh. there is a wonderful 4 

system in our body: that when something goes wrong in the division of the 5 

cell >in the DNA some mutation is forming< hh. the body or the cell can 6 

identify it and then he3 usually stops the (.) activity of the cell and says hhh. 7 

                                                     
3 The use of masculine or feminine pronouns for ‘inanimate’ objects, though ungrammatical in 
English, is a translation from the Hebrew source. The gendered designation of pronouns are retained as 
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>my system does not know to fix the DNA↑< something here got wrong↑ (.) 8 

fix {that} hhh. In case the system does not succeed in fixing the DNA hh. 9 

the:: cell is an altruist↑ and <and he commits suicide > (0.3) he is willingly 10 

forfeiting his life so as to not pass on hh. to the other cells >these very 11 

mutations that were formed< hh. and can (0.4) later cause cancer and other 12 

diseases hhh. that is called planned cells death or apoptosis i:n in Latin hhh. in 13 

cancer↑ this system goes wrong and the cell does not know to die when he 14 

needs to 15 

 
The story is occasioned as a component of the explanation that the interviewee 
introduces (l.2) as explaining the anti-cancerous effects of aspirin. He depicts 
biological cells as knowing and strategizing agents that can receive and process 
information, identify and fix problems and act altruistically and commit suicide 
(Hebrew (henceforth heb.) mitabed; l. 10). Their agency is enhanced by the depiction 
of the suicide activity as conscious using an idiomatic expression for a person who is 
willingly forfeiting his life (heb. me’abed et atzmo lada’at; l.10-11). Yet this agentive 
term is not presented as a poetical of metaphoric figuration but rather as a standard, 
nearly textbook terminology (apoptosis, l.13). The term of “planned cells death” (heb. 
mavet ta’im metuchnan, l.13) is the Hebrew expression for programmed cell death 
that has become so conventional in biology that it has even began to be used in news 
reports (Camus, 2009, Lockshin, 2016).  
 
While interviewee 1 used personification in explaining a general mechanism, 
interviewee 2 uses personification in describing the systems that he and his 
colleagues researched. Example 2 is taken from an item discussing a new treatment 
for diabetes that targets autoimmune responses. London celebrates this treatment and 
its anticipated commercialization as a significant discovery and contribution to 
medicine, while the interviewee focuses on the biological mechanism rather than 
therapeutic product. He describes the key-achievement of his team as their ability to 
“talk” with the immune system using its “chemical language” (heb. ba’safa 
ha’khimit, l.1-2): 

Ex.2. Diabetes cure, 23.11.11 
 
IE2. our approach (0.2) tha::t started e::h (0.2) twenty years ag:o (1.9) is to ta:lk 1 

(0.6) the (0.2) with the system (.) in the chemical language (0.3) of the 2 

system (0.3)  because the what what that I said that to the:: system (0.3) hh. 3 

the:re’s judgement 4 

  (0.4) 5 

YL. yes- 6 

IE2. Meaning (0.2) that she::: is getting (0.3) information from here and 7 

information  from there= 8 

MK. mhm 9 

                                                     

they may facilitate the personification element in addition to the direct attribution of mental or other 
human properties (Konishi T. (1993) The semantics of grammatical gender: a cross-cultural study. 
Journal of Psycholinguistic Research 22: 519-534.).  
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  (0.2) 10 

IE2. she needs to compa:re (0.7) to ar[rive at   ] 11 

YL.                                                     [and this] informatio:n is actually chemical= 12 

IE2. the the infor[mation      is             i:::s ] 13 

YL.                     [she is not speaking Hebrew] 14 

IE2. molecular= 15 

YL. mole[cular        yes] 16 

IE2.            [meaning th:e]se are molecules (0.4)[like] this and like that  17 

YL.                                                                           [yes]  18 

IE2. so what {we} do [so       what              we-] 19 

MK.                                  [so {you} need to provide] her with information  20 

 so [{you} need]to provide her a molecule   21 

IE2.          [     ye::s     ] 22 

 
 
The interviewee moves between the domain of science, in which he presents his 
twenty-year-old research project, and the biological world of the immune system. By 
endowing the immune system with judgement (heb. shikul da’at; l.4) and skills for 
information gathering, processing and communicating (l.6-17), he can describe his 
research as decoding relevant chemical signals. While interviewee 1 presented a story 
with only biological cells as characters, interviewee 2 constructs a story in which 
researchers are co-present with their objects of research. In doing so, he and his 
interviewers (l.12, 13, 19, 21) co-produce an account in which his team is represented 
as engaged in an unmediated way with the immune system and its communication 
networks.  
 
Both interviewees 1 and 2 described biological cells agentively. In doing so they can 
be seen to be tapping into broader discourses in professional and popular biology that 
represents entities in personified terms. But while the story of interviewee 2 involved 
his team and their objects interviewee 1 described only cells. Thus, the agency 
granted to researchers and their researched in the story, represents the position of 
experts in the interview: As scientists elucidating the secrets of life by developing 
new therapies based on this knowledge (example 2) or as an explainer of the 
effectivity of treatments and underlying mechanisms that they have discovered 
(example 1).   
  
Example 3 is taken from an item that discusses a study taking place in a leading 
research hospital in Israel in which clinicians claimed to have improved an 
immunotherapeutic procedure that was already developed and applied in the US. The 
exchange begins with an elicitation of the newsworthy element of the treatment (l.1-
2). Yet the interviewee withholds the delivery of the information requested  (‘one 
sec’; heb.rega, Maschler, 2009, l.4), that is of the “headlines”. Instead, he presents 
the inserted explanation as a necessary “basis” (heb. basis, l.4). As in the previous 
example, interviewee 3 presents his team as working with the biological properties of 
the immune system but their configuration in his story is geared at presenting a 
clinical routine rather than a scientific discovery: 
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Ex.3. Melanoma treatment, 9.6.10 
 
MK. What wha:t is the development that you {pl.} added to tha:::t made by the 1 

Americans 2 

(0.9) 3 

IE3.  I will give one sec the: basis that’s the immune system of the patient himself 4 

h. lymphocytes->white blood cells exist within h. the tumor tissue (0.2) h. 5 

they don't functio:n >the tumor keeps developing < (0.2) hh. {we} take out 6 

these cells from the tumor bring them to the laboratory hh. <and {we} grow 7 

large quantities of them> now in the laboratory they are released (.) hh.{we} 8 

[grow quantities] 9 

MK. [ which’re part ] of the immune syste:m= 10 

IE3. The regular {one} of the patient or [  of   ] the person 11 

MK.                                                           [◦yes◦]    12 

 (.) 13 

MK. ◦yes◦ 14 

IE3. hh. (0.4) and then >{we} grow them to very large quantities<{we} activate 15 

the:m hh. a:nd (0.3) insert them to the bo:dy i:n quantities (.) large like these 16 

on the day of the treatment  17 

 
While interviewee 2 was shown to evoke a scientific context in which a highly 
sophisticated research is taking place, interviewee 3 references a clinical setting in 
which patients are treated. In example 2, the interviewee speaks as a leader of a 
scientific team who is ratified in presenting their approach (“our approach”; heb. 
hagisha shelanu, l.1). But in example 3, neither the interviewee nor his team are 
explicitly referenced. The subject-less verbs by which the team activity is described 
(e.g. grow, heb. megadlim, l.8; Berman, 1980) background their involvement while 
foregrounding the treatment procedure they apply. The white blood cells are 
positioned as playing a key-role, even the basis for the therapy (l.4) but are described 
only as being released (heb. meshuxrarim; l.8) rather than as actively bringing about 
their effects. Like interviewee 2, interviewee 3 is also positioning his team as 
working with the biological properties of the immune system. But the minimal 
agency attributed to the researchers or researched responds to his position as a 
clinician that merely applies a well-tested routine.  
 
Though interviewees differ in the positions they assumed their stories presented 
events as habitual or ongoing rather than specific to a certain time and place. News 
narratives around biomedicine often shape future scenarios of great health or 
economic promises, at times with heroic stories of scientific progress (Väliverronen, 
2004). By presenting biological mechanisms as regular occurrences and their study as 
an ongoing process, interviewees did not orient to any future impact that interviewers 
projected but still presented their research as relevant and potentially useful. 
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b. The real and the imagined  
 
While scientists often focused attention on the present realities of their research or the 
natural phenomena they study, they also blurred the boundaries between concrete and 
imagined events. The following examples show how the positioning of themselves 
and the researched in their field of study or practice, was used to defend and contest 
their scientific expertise. The examples presented discuss a discovery in particle 
physics (4) and a theory about human evolution (5). Hypothetical accounts inserted in 
questioning and answering turns will be shown to prime or challenge the modes of 
expertise that interviewees represent. These assessments are not stated explicitly. 
Rather they emerge from the ways by which references are made to cultural, clinical 
or natural domains and to the public imageries of interviewee’s discipline.  
 
Example 4 is taken from an item reporting on the acceleration of a sub-atomic 
particle (neutrino) beyond the speed of light. The discovery, later identified as a 
technical glitch (Brumfiel, 2012), was discussed in the mass media including this 
item, as challenging Einstein’s theory of general relativity (Domínguez, 2014). The 
interviewee, a co-author of the study, resists these implications that the interviewers 
presented in the item’s opening. While he is being asked to confirm the reported 
discovery, he responds by drawing a boundary between popular and scientific realms 
via habitual and hypothetical constructions of his scientific quest:  
 
Ex.4. Relativity falsified, 25.9.11 
 
YL.  [But is it corre:ct] tha:t (.)->tha:t the neutrino particle (.) h. that you {pl.} 1 

beamed h.(.) in->to a distance of over seven hundred kilometres h. out of the:: 2 

out of your accelerator h. mo:ved in a speed that i::s in a few billionths of 3 

seconds (.) e::h faster than the speed of light or not  4 

 (0.2) 5 

IE4. My answer i:s allege::dly (0.2) (it’s) possible if Press, wish to to say that 6 

allege::dly I utterly do not understa:nd (.) what (that) we di:d I am not the 7 

[only o:ne ]  8 

YL. [h.   ha  ha] ha= 9 

MK.  Ye:s 10 

IE4. Reall:y  (0.3) but there is in that no(ne) sha:me h.  11 

 (0.7) 12 

YL. Yes= 13 

IE4. When I get to m:y work  14 

 (0.2) 15 

YL. Yes 16 

 (0.4) 17 

IE4. honestly:: I am going into the pa->parlour of god almighty: (0.2) with a hope 18 

(of) learning (.) somethi:ng (.) so::me (0.2) novelty from hi:m h. on a thing 19 

that I did not know  20 

 (0.3) 21 

YL. Yes 22 
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 (0.4) 23 

IE4.  Certainly if I wou::ld say that instead of going into the fo-> foy::er of the 24 

creator of the universe h. I ga-> get into the market place and want to wrangle 25 

h. with card games like this with someone to prove that I’m right I would 26 

speak differently h. 27 

YL. Yes= 28 

 
Rather than providing a confirmation or disconfirmation the interviewee strong dis-
aligns with the description of his experiment by interviewees that London, through a 
series of discursive devices. First, he frames his upcoming utterance as a personal 
viewpoint (“my answer”, l.6). Second, he is using twice the Hebrew adverb for 
allegedly (likh-o-ra, l.6) to indicate his refusal to commit to the truth of a statement or 
implied presupposition (Boneh, 2016). The extreme negation of any understanding of 
what he actually did (utterly, heb., bikh-lal lo mevin, l.7) suggests an anticipation that 
the interviewers will undermine this claim (Pomerantz, 1986). His denial of shame 
(l.11) evidences an understanding that this statement of ignorance is an accountable 
matter and that the upcoming turn is used for this account.  
 
The account for the ignorance stated given in two stories that juxtapose the world of 
science to the world of daily affairs. While the world of science is depicted as a 
straying in God’s parlor (l.16-17), daily affairs and logics are referenced as a stroll in 
the market place (l.21-23). The market place stroll, a culturally familiar activity, is 
evoked in the form of a hypothetical scenario (if I would; heb., eim hayity, l.21). The 
straying in God’s parlor is introduced as reflecting the scientist’s ongoing quest. The 
contrast drawn between scientific and lay perspectives can thus be seen to index a 
boundary between genuine scientific knowledge and its distorted popularization 
(Hilgartner, 1990, Gieryn, 1999). The interviewee can be assumed to align with the 
popular presentation of physicists as relatively secluded from worldly affairs and 
engaged with highly complex science (Leane, 2007, Mellor, 2012). While the 
interviewee has downgraded his epistemic status as an expert (Heritage, 2012), his 
“ignorance” is presented as typical to his field of research rather than as a personal 
fault.  
 
Hypothetical scenarios were also used to challenge the claims that interviewees were 
presenting. In example 5, Kirschenbaum uses an account that the scientist is drawing 
to explain his findings. The interview discusses his research on the origins of human 
evolution. The research is based on paleo-archeological excavations in Israel and 
Africa. His findings of human and elephant remains are presented as warranting his 
argument that pre-historic humans used elephants as a food source. Decline in their 
population was advantageous for those able to hunt smaller (and faster) animals, thus 
providing a selection pressure that supported the evolution of cognitive skills. In this 
example, the interviewee cites facts and findings (l.1-4) and presents the above 
conclusion to be drawn via a hypothetical scenario. While this story is initiated by the 
interviewee, it is completed and shaped by London and then by Kirschenbaum (l.16) 
who use this account to formulate a challenge: 
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Ex.5. Elephants & human evolution, 12.12.11  
 
IE5. there were here elephants until four hundred thousand years ago (0.7) hh. a:nd 1 

(1.3) when the elephants were gone (0.9) suddenly there appears a new 2 

culture↑ (0.8) {pl.} find teeth of a human (0.3) who is not↑ homo erectus he is 3 

much more similar to a human (.) h. a modern↑ {one} (1.2) h. a:nd (1.4) no 4 

elephants (0.5) h. 5 

YL. Yes= 6 

IE5. So (0.4) the: conclusio:n (0.7) or let’s say our assumption (0.4) h. is tha:t (.) 7 

when to: (0.8) a predator {eng.} when that (.) to a Toref {trans. predator} 8 

 0.2 9 

YL. °Yes° 10 

 (0.3) 11 

IE5. h. e:::h gone away are sixty percent of the: of the source of his food he needs 12 

to get organized (0.3) h. in fo:::::r [hunting eh] other stuff↑= 13 

YL.            [to  get   eh]  14 

YL. fat >and proteins from another [source]<   15 

IE5.                                          [  exact]ly: ↑ (0.4) h. and he n{ eed} and that 16 

a::nd-  17 

MK.  and then he is going for animals {that are} sma:ller↓ 18 

 (0.4) 19 

IE5. then he is going for animals {that are} smaller= 20 

MK. more agi:le↓ 21 

 (0.2) 22 

IE5. more agi:le= 23 

MK. and he needs to adapt in the course of evolutio:n to obtain the:m (.) to hunt 24 

them (0.9) correct↑ 25 

 (.) 26 

IE5. correct↑ 27 

 {4 lines of transcript omitted} 28 

MK. We have some questions e:::h (0.6) hard {ones} on this subject  29 

 
The interviewee is setting food scarcity as a condition calling on pre-historic men to 
“get organized for hunting” (heb. le'hitargen ke'dey latsud; l.11-12). The generic 
description of this ancestor as “a predator” (heb. toref; l.7) is picked up by 
Kirschenbaum who reconstructs the intentions and behavior of this typical ancestor 
through a series of declarative statements (l.17, 20, 24). Their sequential 
confirmations (l.18, 21, 25) ratify his topic understanding and questioning of the 
findings that the interviewee introduced. While physics tends to be communicated as 
a secluded and complex affair (Leane, 2007, Mellor, 2012), human evolution is often 
popularized via broadly familiar narratives and speculations that would not be 
permissible in academic publications (Hochadel, 2013, Goulden, 2013). The 
hypothetical scenario afforded interviewers not only an opportunity to add some 
detail (l. 14-15) but also to question the theory that the interviewee began to 
communicate (l.18-27). Shifts between real and imagined realities emerge as key-
resource for drawing or blurring the boundaries between scientific and lay logics. The 
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stories thus evoked the public understanding of the fields of research they 
communicated as affording the alignment, or misalignment, of science and common-
sense.  
 
 
5. Concluding discussion   
 
This paper has identified various ways in which scientists work with storied account 
to present their research to media audiences and to position themselves as experts in 
the relevant knowledge domain. While prior studies of scientists’ accounts examined 
their fully-formed narratives (Myers, 1990; Armon and Baram-Tsabari, 2016), we 
adopted a flexible definition of a story, which enabled us to include in our analysis 
often neglected activities such as hypothetical and generic accounts. Using small 
stories research, we demonstrated the importance of such activities in building a 
perspective through which scientists view and tell their research and constitute their 
expertise. Rather than being stand-alone and pre-packaged accounts, these stories 
were shown to be locally occasioned as a way of warranting speakers’ claims and 
responding to the journalists’ agendas.  
 
The discovery master-plot of presenting research that is typical of popular science 
applied only partially in our data (Armon and Baram-Tsabari, 2016). Instead, tellers 
often presented their research as an ordinary affair using habitual or hypothetical 
stories. These generic story-styles may resonate with the preference for factual over 
emotional language and generic over particular descriptions shown by scientists and 
doctors in academic and popular genres (Halliday and Martin, 1993, Bassols et al., 
2013, Hurwitz, 2017, Morgan and Wise, 2017). Yet, experts have also been shown to 
use personal rather than habitual stories so as to account for their experience or 
practices (Atkinson, 1995, Armon and Baram-Tsabari, 2016) or to convey their 
fascination and involvement in their research (Parks and Takahashi, 2016). Though 
this study focused on small stories and those that have been shown to differ from the 
narrative cannon of personal accounts, storytelling needs to be seen as a strategic 
continuum of genres used by researchers for a variety of argumentative or rhetorical 
goals. 
 
This study also refines our understanding of spatial locations and plot structure in 
communicating research in storied accounts. Rather than selecting either researchers 
or researched as story characters (Myers, 1990, Mellor, 2003, Journet, 2010), this 
study documents regular shifts between scientific and natural domains. By shifting 
between the domain of the researcher to the natural domain in which cells and 
molecule interact researchers present themselves as having detailed understanding of 
their behavior, even “language.” At the same time, they position themselves as 
merely working with existing properties rather than as innovators themselves. In this 
way, scientists distanced themselves from any idealized or exaggerated claims of 
expert omnipotence while guarding their claim to authority and presenting their 
findings as a newsworthy contribution to science or society.   
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With its attention to the local occasioning of stories and how they respond to 
interlocutors’ and broader agendas, the small stories approach and the three-level 
positioning model provides a useful toolkit for the study of popularization. Unlike he 
popular science texts and talks that scientists can write and edit to suit their agenda, 
the news interview is a jointly produced by both scientists and journalists (Bucchi, 
2008). By looking into small stories, we could gauge how scientists promote their 
research or expertise when confronting the anticipations that journalists project. This 
study shows that attention to scientists’ stories in their varied themes and forms 
promises new insights into how they manage any tensions between news values and 
scientific norms when they communicate their research to the public. 
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Appendix: Transcription Notation 
 
Speaker turns  
 
YL: Yaron London 
MK: Moti Kirschenbaum 
IEx: Interviewee, indexed by example number (x).  
 
Speech 
 
The transcription symbols used in the conversational examples are the following: 
[ ] mark overlapping speech 
A dash (-) marks abrupt cut off, = marks ‘latched’ utterances 
Underlining indicates emphasis; dotted underlining links utterance to adjacent picture     
(.) marks a pause that is less or equal to 0.1 seconds.  
Time (miliseconds) marks a pause that is longer than 0.1 seconds. 
.h stands for in-breadths; .hh .hhh for their extension (timed as pauses)   
 :A colon marks an extension of the sound it follows; :: a double colon marks a longer 
extension.  
><, <> speech delivery of enclosed words is faster/ slower than surrounding talk 
↑↓ Upward/ downward arrows mark rise/drop in intonation in the following word 
{} encloses editorial comments. 
heb. Indicates a Hebrew transliteration of lexical strings discussed in the text. 
pl. (plural) marks we/they when the grammatical subject cannot be determined. 
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